Reality Mobile® – Instantly There™
Reality Mobile provides seaports and
airports with real-time mobile video collaboration.
The RealityVision® mobile communications and
surveillance platform is ideally suited to large sea and
airport facilities, where threats can develop quickly and
without warning.
Highly mobile and flexible, RealityVision provides the
real-time intelligence your facility needs to respond
quickly and accurately to developing situations.

RealityVision - See What You’ve Been Missing™
When responding to and remediating time-critical events and threats, sea and airport security
customers can leverage the business value of our solutions on a daily basis. Anywhere real-time
surveillance and rapid response tools make a difference, RealityVision is the best tool available.
By providing applications that enhance an organization’s situational awareness through the sharing
of live video, mission critical data and GPS tracking, Reality Mobile has developed the missing link
between field personnel, processes, technologies and geographies.
• Enhanced Decision Support - Instead of relying on a radio call your entire security operations
team can see live video and events as they unfold. With enhanced video awareness, vital missing
information can be sent from first responders and field personnel to the operations center or other
team members in the field, in real time.
• Common Operating Picture - Managers and SME’s can see what those in the field see (and viceversa) to help ensure the right decisions are made the first time.
• Collaboration - All team members are instantly brought to the same level of understanding.
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Safer, More Efficient Operations:
RealityVision brings a full-featured, real-time video and data platform to mobile devices, opening up
new incident management, operations management and safety and security capabilities to the Sea
and Airport industry. With robust features, GPS tracking and real-time video sharing,
RealityVision is the most flexible and powerful communications, collaboration and monitoring tool
available.
No other product on the market offers RealityVision’s combination of streaming video, push screensharing, GPS, command and control and screencasting features. The system’s features are so
powerful it is changing the way these organizations conduct surveillance, deploy field teams and
respond to emergencies.
The following are examples of how one of the nations busiest Ports is using RealityVision:
Incident management - “Domain Awareness” is the name of the game in protecting one of the
nation’s largest port complexes. With 43 miles of water front and 14 square miles of heavy
industrial complex, it is nearly impossible to have visibility to all the critical infrastructure areas of
the Port. Video surveillance systems provide a force-multiplier and coupled with mobile video
collaboration and other tools, they allow a more limited number of officers the ability to view
potential threats for assessment and response.
Faster video deployment - Remote video provides additional video surveillance capabilities when
and where they are needed. No longer is it necessary to anticipate each location where
surveillance is required. Remote video devices can be deployed anywhere at any time.
Furthermore, field forces have almost immediate access to video feeds through the RealityVision
network.
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